( 1986 Academic Press. Inc Let k be a finite algebraic number field. The genus field R of k, according to Frohlich, is defined as the maximal extension of k which is unramitied at all finite primes of k of the form kk,, where k, is an abelian extension of the rationals Q. The main result, i.e., Theorem 1, of [l] is that R is obtained as a compositum where each sZ'p' is a cyclic extension of degree e,* of Q, and p runs over rational primes with e,* > 1. And e,* denotes the G.C.F. of (U,: Nk9,,op( U,,)) (i = l,..., m), where p decomposes in k as (p) = p;' . . . ~2, pi are distinct k-primes; K, denotes the P-adic completion of K and Up denotes the unit group of K,.
First, we will give an example of abelian field showing that the above result contains mistakes, and then give a correction of it by using class field theory.
1.
It is well known that when k/Q is abelian then (U,: NU,,) = e(p), the ramification index of any pi over p. This implies e,* = e(p) (see [ Let k = Q(fi, fi). Th en e(2) = 4 since all the three quadratic sublields of k are ramified at 2 and there cannot be an inertia field ( fk) for 2. But the genus field R of k cannot have a cyclic subfield of degree e(2) = 4 as declared in [ 11. In fact, suppose Q is such a subfield, and p ramifies in the unique quadratic subfield of Q, then p must ramify totally in Q since the unique quadratic subfield of D cannot be the inertia field of p. Let E, denote the inertia group of p in any field K/Q. Then ER must have element of order 4a (0 < a E Z), since there is a surjective homomorphism Ew+E,, (T H res,(a).
But Ek E Ek since R/k is unramilied. Which is a contradiction since E, (~Gal(k/Q)) has only elements of order 2 or 1. This proves our assertion and indicates the fault of [ 11.
One may prove that the genus field of k = Q($, fi) is O(&, $7 ,h. G enerally, for k a number field of type (2,..., 2), it is knownthate(2)=1,2,or4,ande(p)=lor2forp#2(see [3] ).Thusthe above discussion has proved in fact that the genus fields of fields of type (2 ,..., 2) are also of type (2 ,..., 2). The genus field k of any algebraic number field k is where a"" corresponds to subgroup HP nyzp U, of u via the class field theory over Q, HP is the subgroup of Up generated by the subgroups N k,JQ,( us,), (i = l,..., m), p E Q runs over primes ramifing in k. In particular, Gal(Q'P'/Q) z UP/HP. Remark 2. If p is odd, H, is uniquely determined by its index in UP, and this index is the G.C.F. of (U,:NU,,), i= l,..., m (see [l, p.489, Case (i)]). So Bhaskaran is right for odd p. When p = 2, we need to use instead the description just given. In particular, note that Sz"' is not typically cyclic.
Proof of Theorem. Let Q be the maximal abelian extension of Q in R, then as follows immediately from the definition of k, and it is also immediate that the genus field of Q is Q itself. By the result of Leopoldt or [4, p. 491 about genus fields of abelian fields, this means that with each Q(P) the maximal subfield of 52 unramilied outside p; Qcp' = Q for all p unramified in Sz and such p may be omitted from the above composition, and hence each Q (p' is totally ramified at p since the inertia field must be Q. By class field theory over Q, QcP' corresponds to a subgroup HP me U, of 0. We also say Qtp' corresponds to H, G U,, for simplicity. Let HP denote the subgroup generated by N( U,,), i = I,..., m, so we want to show H, = Wb. This follows from the assertion that the following statements are equivalent for any abelian extension In fact, the equivalences of (0) and (1) (1) and (2) (3) and (4) by definition of the embedding of U, into ideles on p-component and property of Artin map. That resF is an embedding of Gal(kF/k) into Gal(F/Q) implies the equivalence of (2) and (3). Now since (4) and (0) are equivalent, we must have H, = HP. In fact, let F/Q correspond to H; (i.e., to Hi n,, y U,) via class field theory, then (PI, F/Q) = 1 for all prime q since F/Q is unramified at q # p. Thus FG Q, i.e., Hbz Hp. And since QcQ, so (HP, fziQ)= 1, hence HP~ HP, which completes the proof.
